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MAXIMAL REGULARITY OF THE SPATIALLY PERIODIC

STOKES OPERATOR AND APPLICATION

TO NEMATIC LIQUID CRYSTAL FLOWS

Jonas Sauer, Darmstadt

(Received November 10, 2014)

Abstract. We consider the dynamics of spatially periodic nematic liquid crystal flows
in the whole space and prove existence and uniqueness of local-in-time strong solutions
using maximal Lp-regularity of the periodic Laplace and Stokes operators and a local-in-
time existence theorem for quasilinear parabolic equations à la Clément-Li (1993). Maximal
regularity of the Laplace and the Stokes operator is obtained using an extrapolation theorem
on the locally compact abelian group G := R

n−1
× R/LZ to obtain an R-bound for the

resolvent estimate. Then, Weis’ theorem connecting R-boundedness of the resolvent with
maximal Lp regularity of a sectorial operator applies.
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1. Introduction

Consider the spatially periodic problem

(LCD)





∂tu− ν∆u+ u · ∇u+∇p = −κ div([∇d]T [∇d]) in (0, T )×G,

∂td+ u · ∇d = σ(∆d + |∇d|2d) in (0, T )×G,

div u = 0 in (0, T )×G,

|d| = 1 in (0, T )×G,

(u(0), d(0)) = (u0, d0) in G,

where ν, σ, κ > 0, |d0| = 1 in G and G := R
n−1×R/LZ, n > 2. This is the simplified

Ericksen-Leslie model describing the nematic liquid crystal flow in the whole space
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which is periodic of length L > 0 in the last variable. Here, the function u denotes the

velocity of the flow, p the pressure and d the macroscopic molecular orientation. The

constants ν, σ and κ represent the viscosity, the competition between kinetic energy

and potential energy and the microscopic elastic relaxation time for the molecular

orientation field, respectively. This model bases on the continuum theory of liquid

crystals developed by Ericksen and Leslie, see for example the survey article [10], and

was considered for the first time by [15] and [16]. In [13], problem (LCD) was treated

on bounded domains using quasilinear theory based upon the maximal Lp-regularity

of the Stokes operator. We will adopt this ansatz and extend it to the periodic

case by showing maximal Lp-regularity of the spatially periodic Laplace and Stokes

operators in weighted spaces, see Theorems 3.2 and 3.5 below. Observe that G is

a locally compact abelian group, and hence one can define the Haar measure µ (see

[1], [6], [12], [23]) which is unique up to multiplication with a constant. We will

choose the constant in such a way that

∫

G

f dµ =
1

L

∫ L

0

∫

Rn−1

f(x′, xn)dx
′ dxn, f ∈ C0(G).

In [21], the theory for Muckenhoupt weights ω ∈ Aq(G) has been developed in the

group setting. For 1 < q < ∞, a nonnegative function ω ∈ L1
loc(G) is said to be

in Aq(G) if

Aq(ω) := sup
U⊂G

(
1

µ(U)

∫

U

ω dµ

)(
1

µ(U)

∫

U

ω−q′/q dµ

)q/q′

< ∞,

where the supremum runs over all base sets U ⊂ G; see [21] for details. We call

a constant c = c(ω) > 0 that depends on Aq(G)-weights Aq(G)-consistent, if for

each d > 0 we have

sup{c(ω) : ω is an Aq(G)-weight with Aq(ω) < d} < ∞.

Moreover, we say that ω ∈ A∞(G) if there is 1 < q < ∞ such that ω ∈ Aq(G). For

1 < q 6 ∞ and ω ∈ Aq(G), let us denote by Lq
ω(G) the space of all measurable

functions that are p-integrable with respect to the measure ω dµ. If ω = 1, we will

omit the index ω in all function spaces. In [20] it was shown that for 1 < q 6 ∞ and

ω ∈ Aq(G) the weighted Sobolev space

Wm,q
ω (G) := {u ∈ Lq

ω(G) : Dαu ∈ Lq
ω(G), ∀α ∈ N

n
0 , |α| 6 m},

‖u‖Wm,q
ω (G) :=

∑

|α|6m

‖Dαu‖Lq
ω(G)
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yields a Banach space for all m ∈ N0 and that the space C
∞
0 (G) of smooth functions

with compact support is dense in Wm,q
ω (G) whenever 1 < q < ∞. Here, Dαu is

to be understood as a tempered distribution in S ′(G), the dual of the Schwartz-

Bruhat space S(G), see [4]. Observe that using the canonical identification of G and

R
n−1 × [0, L), we have Lq

ω(G) = Lq
ω(R

n−1 × [0, L)) and

Wm,q
ω (G) ⊂ Wm,q

ω (Rn−1 × [0, L)).

Hence, Sobolev embeddings known in the R
n-setup carry over to our setting. In

particular, for ω = 1 the classical Sobolev embeddings are valid.

Moreover, for 1 < q < ∞ and ω ∈ Aq(G) we introduce the space

Lq
ω,σ(G) := {u ∈ Lq

ω(G)n : div u = 0},

‖u‖Lq
ω,σ(G) := ‖u‖Lq

ω(G)n ,

where div u is to be understood again as a tempered distribution in S ′(G). Note

that Lq
ω,σ(G) is a closed subspace of Lq

ω(G)n by Proposition 3.3 below.

Let 1 < p, q < ∞ and define the spaces

X0 := Lq
σ(G) × Lq(G)n,

X1 := D(Aq)×D(∆q),

whereD(Aq) := W 2,q(G)n∩Lq
σ(G) andD(∆q) := W 2,q(G)n. Furthermore, we define

the real interpolation space Xγ := (X0, X1)1−1/p,p.

Theorem 1.1. Let n > 2, d∗ ∈ R
n with |d∗| = 1, and let 1 < p, q < ∞ be

such that 2/p+ n/q < 1. Assume furthermore z0 := (u0, d0 − d∗) ∈ Xγ is such that

|d0| = 1. Then there exists T0 > 0 such that (LCD) admits a unique solution (u, d, p)

on J = [0, T0] in the regularity class

(u, d− d∗) ∈ W 1,p(J ;X0) ∩ Lp(J ;X1) →֒ C(J ;Xγ),

∇p ∈ Lp(J ;Lq(G)).

The solution depends continuously on z0, and can be extended to a maximal interval

of existence J(z0) = [0, T+(z0)).

Remark 1.2. (1) As we are working in an Lq-setting over an unbounded domain,

the condition |d| = 1 suggests to split the microscopic molecular orientation into

a constant part d∗ ∈ R
n and a deviation d− d∗ which can be investigated in terms

of the Lq-techniques.
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(2) Note that Xγ is the natural space of initial values, as it is the trace space of

W 1,p(J ;X0) ∩ Lp(J ;X1) at t = 0, see e.g. [17], Section 1.2.

(3) As pointed out by Wang [22] in the more general case of a compact Riemannian

manifold N instead of the unit sphere Sn−1, given an initial value d0 : R
n → N ,

the properties of the harmonic map guarantee that the condition d(t, x) ∈ N is

automatically satisfied for all times. Therefore, we may drop the condition |d| = 1

in the sequel.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide basic information about

R-boundedness and maximal Lp-regularity and show that the maximal regularity

constant of a sectorial operator defined on a weighted Lq-space is Aq(G)-consistent

if theR-bound of the corresponding family of resolvent operators is Aq(G)-consistent.

In Section 3 we establish maximal Lp-regularity of the spatially periodic Laplace and

Stokes operators. Finally, in Section 4 we prove Theorem 1.1 using the theory of

abstract quasilinear parabolic equations.

2. Maximal regularity on UMD spaces

The notion of R-boundedness is known to be suitable if one is interested in max-

imal regularity of evolution equations due to an operator-valued multiplier theorem

for Bochner spaces Lp(R, X) by Weis [24], where X is a UMD space as defined in

Definition 2.4 below. The R-boundedness comes into play exactly at the level of this

multiplier theorem, since the conditions on the multiplier symbols are given in terms

of R-bounds, see Theorem 2.8 below. We will not give proofs in full detail here, but

rather refer to standard literature for maximal regularity, in particular [8] and [14],

whenever they are applicable. As we will see in Remark 2.3 below, we are interested

in Aq(G)-consistency of the maximal regularity constant in case of X = Lq
ω(G)n,

where 1 < q < ∞ and ω ∈ Aq(G). Therefore it will be necessary to follow the mainly

well-known arguments in this section. Let us start by defining R-boundedness and

maximal Lp-regularity.

Definition 2.1. Let X be a Banach space and let 1 < p < ∞. A set T ⊂ L(X)

is called Rp-bounded, if there is a constant c > 0 such that

(2.1)

∫ 1

0

∥∥∥∥
n∑

j=1

rj(t)Tjxj

∥∥∥∥
p

X

dt 6 c

∫ 1

0

∥∥∥∥
n∑

j=1

rj(t)xj

∥∥∥∥
p

X

dt
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for all T1, . . . , TN ∈ T , x1, . . . , xn ∈ X and n ∈ N. Here, (rj)j∈N is the sequence of

the Rademacher functions

rj : [0, 1] → {−1, 1},

rj(t) := sgn[sin(2j−1
πt)].

The smallest constant c > 0 such that (2.1) holds is called the Rp-bound of T and

is denoted by Rp(T ).

It is worth noting that Rp-boundedness is independent of 1 6 p < ∞, i.e., there is

kp,q > 0 depending only on 1 6 p, q < ∞ such that k−1
p,qRq(T ) 6 Rp(T ) 6 kp,qRq(T )

holds for every Banach space X and every T ⊂ L(X), see [9], Theorem 11.1. There-

fore, we will talk about R-boundedness instead of Rp-boundedness.

Definition 2.2. Let 1 < p < ∞, 0 < T 6 ∞ and let −A be the generator

of a bounded analytic semigroup on a Banach space X with domain D(A) ⊂ X .

Then A is said to admit maximal Lp-regularity on [0, T ), if for all f ∈ Lp(0, T ;X)

there is a unique solution u ∈ E := W 1,p(0, T ;X) ∩ Lp(0, T ;D(A)) to the abstract

Cauchy problem

(2.2) u̇+Au = f, u(0) = 0.

Remark 2.3. Let 1 < p < ∞, 0 < T 6 ∞ and suppose that −A is a generator

of a bounded analytic semigroup on a Banach space X such that A admits maximal

Lp-regularity on [0, T ).

(1) Let u ∈ E be the solution to (2.2) with f ∈ Lp(0, T ;X). By the closed graph

theorem there is cA > 0, called the maximal regularity constant, such that

‖u‖E := ‖u̇‖Lp(0,T ;X) + ‖u‖Lp(0,T ;D(A)) 6 cA(‖f‖Lp(0,T ;X)).

(2) Let (X,D(A))1−1/p,p denote the real interpolation space ofX andD(A). Given

u0 ∈ (X,D(A))1−1/p,p, consider the abstract Cauchy problem

(2.3) u̇+Au = f, u(0) = u0.

Since (X,D(A))1−1/p,p is the trace space of E, it is easy to see that there is a unique

solution u ∈ E to (2.3) satisfying

‖u‖E 6 c′A(‖f‖Lp(0,T ;X) + ‖u0‖(X,D(A))1−1/p,p
),

where c′A = 1 + cA.
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In the context of weighted spaces, i.e., if X = Lq
ω(G)n or X = Lq

ω,σ(G) for 1 < q < ∞

and ω ∈ Aq(G), it is of interest whether the maximal regularity constant is Aq(G)-

consistent, for example in order to apply extrapolation results, where uniform infor-

mation in all weighted spaces is necessary. From the consideration in (ii) it is clear

that c′A is Aq(G)-consistent if cA is Aq(G)-consistent, so we may concentrate on the

latter.

Definition 2.4. A Banach space X is a UMD space if the Hilbert transform

Hf(t) := p.v.

∫

R

f(s)

t− s
ds, f ∈ S(R, X)

extends to a bounded linear operator in Lp(R, X) for some 1 < p < ∞. Here, S(R, X)

is the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing X-valued functions.

It is known that if X is a UMD space, then the Hilbert transform is bounded in

Lp(R, X) for all exponents 1 < p < ∞, see [18], Theorem 1.3. Moreover, for all

σ-finite measure spaces (Ω, µΩ), closed subspaces of L
q(Ω, µΩ) for 1 < q < ∞ are

UMD spaces, cf. [5]. In particular, the spaces Lq
ω(G)n and Lq

ω,σ(G) are UMD spaces

for all 1 < q < ∞ and all ω ∈ Aq(G).

Definition 2.5. Let X be a Banach space and (xk)k∈Z ⊂ X. We call the se-

ries
∞∑

k=−∞

xk unconditionally convergent, if
∞∑

k=−∞

xπ(k) is norm convergent for every

permutation π : Z → Z.

A sequence of projections (∆k)k∈Z ⊂ L(X) is called a Schauder decomposition

of X if

∆i∆j = 0, ∀ i 6= j,

∞∑

k=−∞

∆kx = x, ∀x ∈ X.

A Schauder decomposition is called unconditional if the series
∞∑

k=−∞

∆kx converges

unconditionally.

Proposition 2.6. If (∆k)k∈Z ⊂ L(X) is an unconditional Schauder decomposi-

tion of X, then for each 1 6 r < ∞ there is a constant c∆ = c∆(r,X) > 0 such that

for all x ∈ X the Paley-Littlewood estimate

(2.4) c−1
∆

∥∥∥∥
j∑

k=i

∆kx

∥∥∥∥
X

6

(∫ 1

0

∥∥∥∥
j∑

k=i

rk(t)∆kx

∥∥∥∥
r

X

dt

)1/r

6 c∆

∥∥∥∥
j∑

k=i

∆kx

∥∥∥∥
X

holds for all i, j ∈ Z, i 6 j.

P r o o f. See [14], Proposition 3.10, or [8], Section 3. �
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It is important to note that for every Banach space X = Lp(R, X), where

1 < p < ∞ and X is a UMD space, there is an unconditional Schauder decom-

position, namely ∆0 := (∆0
k)k∈Z with ∆0

k := F−1
R

χ[2k,2k+1)FR. This is a result

essentially due to Bourgain [3], who proved this for X = Lp([0, 2π], X), and Zimmer-

mann [25], who extended this result to the real line. Moreover, ∆0 is R-bounded in

X = Lp(R, X), which follows from [8], Corollary 3.7.

Remark 2.7. If we choose the Schauder decomposition ∆ = ∆0, then in the

particular case that X = Lq
ω(R

n)n or X = Lq
ω,σ(R

n) for some 1 < q < ∞ and some

Muckenhoupt weight ω ∈ Aq(R
n), the constant c∆ appearing in (2.4) can be chosen

independently of ω by an argument of Farwig and Ri [11], Remark 5.7. Furthermore,

Farwig and Ri showed that the R-bound of a family T ⊂ L(X) does not depend on

the Muckenhoupt weight ω.

Note that their arguments carry over to Lp(R, Lq
ω(G)n) and Lp(R, Lq

ω,σ(G)) with-

out any changes.

Let us recall the operator valued Mikhlin multiplier theorem in one variable.

Theorem 2.8. Let X be a UMD space and suppose 1 < p < ∞. Let furthermore

M ∈ C1(R \ {0},L(X)) and assume that there are constants c1, c2 > 0 such that

(1) Rp({M(t) : t ∈ R \ {0}}) = c1,

(2) Rp({tM
′(t) : t ∈ R \ {0}}) = c2.

Then the operator TM := F−1
R

MFR is bounded in Lp(R, X) with norm

(2.5) ‖TM‖L(Lp(R,X)) 6 c2∆0Rp(∆
0) · (c1 + c2) =: c.

P r o o f. See [8], Theorem 3.19, or [14], Theorem 3.12. �

The following well-known result due to Weis [24] connects the notion of maximal

regularity with the R-boundedness of the corresponding resolvent operator.

Proposition 2.9. Let 1 < p < ∞ and 0 < T 6 ∞. Assume furthermore that −A

is the generator of a bounded analytic semigroup in a UMD space X . Then A has

maximal Lp-regularity on [0, T ) if and only if the operator family

{it(it+A)−1 : t ∈ R, t 6= 0}

is R-bounded in L(X).

Remark 2.10. SinceR-boundedness is independent of p and T , so is the property

of A admitting maximal Lp-regularity on [0, T ).
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Theorem 2.11. Let 1 < q < ∞ and ω ∈ Aq(G) and suppose that −A is the

generator of a bounded analytic semigroup on Lq
ω(G)n or Lq

ω,σ(G) such that the

R-bound of {it(it + A)−1 : t ∈ R, t 6= 0} is Aq(G)-consistent. Then the maximal

regularity constant cA is Aq(G)-consistent as well.

P r o o f. Following [14], Section 1.5, one sees that the maximal regularity con-

stant cA is exactly 2c + 1, where c is the constant appearing in (2.5), if we apply

Theorem 2.8 with

M(t) := it(it+A)−1 − I,

tM ′(t) := (t(it+A)−1)2 + it(it+A)−1.

Now, since c1 and c2 are Aq(G)-consistent by assumption, the assertion follows from

Remark 2.7. �

3. Spatially periodic Laplace and Stokes operators

The arguments in this section are based upon the following extrapolation theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Let 1 < r, q < ∞, υ ∈ Ar(G) and let T be a family of linear opera-

tors such that for all ω ∈ Aq(G) there is an Aq(G)-consistent constant cq = cq(ω) > 0

with

‖Tf‖Lq
ω(G) 6 cq‖f‖Lq

ω(G)

for all f ∈ Lq
ω(G) and all T ∈ T . Then every T ∈ T extends to Lr

υ(G) and T is

R-bounded in L(Lr
υ(G)) with an Ar(G)-consistent R-bound cr.

P r o o f. See [21], Theorem 1.5. �

Let 1 < q < ∞, and ω ∈ Aq(G). Then we may define the spatially periodic Laplace

operator ∆q,ω by

D(∆q,ω) := W 2,q
ω (G)n,(3.1)

∆q,ωu := ∆u.

Theorem 3.2. Let n > 2, 1 < p, q < ∞ and ω ∈ Aq(G). Then the spatially

periodic Laplace operator −∆q,ω admits maximal L
p-regularity in Lq

ω(G)n and the

maximal regularity constant is Aq(G)-consistent.
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P r o o f. In virtue of theorem [20], Theorem 1, we know that for every θ ∈

(0, π/2), the sector Σθ := {λ ∈ C : |argλ| < π/2 + θ, λ 6= 0} is contained in the

resolvent set ̺(∆q,ω) and the estimate

(3.2) ‖λ(λ−∆q,ω)
−1‖L(Lq

ω(G)n) 6 c, λ ∈ Σθ,

holds with an Aq(G)-consistent constant c = c(ω, n, q, θ). Thus, since ̺(∆q,ω) is

not empty, ∆q,ω is a densely defined closed operator, and (3.2) yields that ∆q,ω is

sectorial of the angle ϕ∆q,ω = 0, see [8]. With help of the Extrapolation Theorem 3.1

we see that λ(λ − ∆q,ω)
−1, λ ∈ Σθ, is even R-bounded in L(Lq

ω,σ(G)n) with an

Aq(G)-consistent bound. Proposition 2.9 shows in turn maximal Lp-regularity of

−∆q,ω if we choose θ ∈ (0, π/2). The Aq(G)-consistency of the maximal regularity

constant is a consequence of Theorem 2.11. �

Let us now define the Stokes operator Aq,ω via

D(Aq,ω) := W 2,q
ω (G)n ∩ Lq

ω,σ(G),

Aq,ωu := −Pq,ω∆u,

where

Pq,ω : S ′(G)n → S ′(G)n,

Pq,ωf := F−1
((

I −
η ⊗ η

|η|2

)
f̂
)

is the Helmholtz projection on G. Here, F denotes the Fourier transform on the

locally compact abelian group G, see [19] for details.

Proposition 3.3. Let 1 < q < ∞ and ω ∈ Aq(G). Then the Helmholtz projection

Pq,ω : Lq
ω(G)n → Lq

ω,σ(G) is a bounded and surjective projection with an Aq(G)-

consistent bound. In particular, Lq
ω,σ(G) is a closed subspace of Lq

ω(G)n and hence

a UMD space.

P r o o f. In virtue of [20], Theorem 2, we obtain for every f ∈ Lq
ω(G)n a unique

solution (u, p) ∈ W 2,q
ω (G)n × Ŵ 1,q

ω (G) to the system

(3.3)

{
u−∆u+∇p = f in G,

div u = 0 in G,

satisfying the a priori estimate

(3.4) ‖u,∇2u,∇p‖Lq
ω(G) 6 c‖f‖Lq

ω(G),
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where c = c(ω, n, q) > 0 is an Aq(G)-consistent constant. Since Pq,ωf = f −∇p, we

obtain Pq,ωf ∈ Lq
ω,σ(G) and

‖Pq,ωf‖Lq
ω,σ(G) 6 (c+ 1)‖f‖Lq

ω(G).

Moreover, Pq,ωf = f for all f ∈ S ′(G)n with div f = F−1(iη · f̂) = 0, and so

Pq,ω : Lq
ω(G)n → Lq

ω,σ(G) is a surjective projection. �

Lemma 3.4. Let 1 < q < ∞ and ω ∈ Aq(G). Then D(Aq,ω) is dense in L
q
ω,σ(G).

P r o o f. Note that Pq,ω is given via a Fourier multiplier and hence commutes

on the level of tempered distributions with differential operators. Thus, it preserves

regularity, yielding

Pq,ω(W
2,q
ω (G)n) ⊂ D(Aq,ω).

Since C∞
0 (G)n (and consequently also W 2,q

ω (G)n) is dense in Lq
ω(G)n, we conclude

by the boundedness of the Helmholtz projection that Pq,ω(W
2,q
ω (G)n) is dense in

Pq,ω(L
q
ω(G)n) = Lq

ω,σ(G). This shows the assertion. �

Theorem 3.5. Let n > 2, 1 < p, q < ∞ and ω ∈ Aq(G). Then the Stokes

operator Aq,ω has maximal L
p-regularity in Lq

ω,σ(G) and the maximal regularity

constant is Aq(G)-consistent.

P r o o f. Note that Aq,ω is densely defined by Lemma 3.4. Theorem 2 in [20]

and Proposition 3.3 imply that for every θ ∈ (0, π/2) the sector Σθ is contained in

the resolvent set ̺(−Aq,ω) and that the estimate

‖λ(λ+Aq,ω)
−1‖L(Lq

ω,σ(G)) 6 c, λ ∈ Σθ,

holds with an Aq(G)-consistent constant c = c(n, q, θ, ω). Note that [20], Theorem 2,

is formulated only for n > 3, but a revision of the proof shows that n = 2 is

admissible as well. Thus, we obtain that −Aq,ω is sectorial of the angle ϕ−Aq,ω = 0

and Theorem 3.1 yields that λ(λ + Aq,ω)
−1, λ ∈ Σθ, is R-bounded in L(Lq

ω,σ(G))

with an Aq(G)-consistent bound. Hence, choosing θ ∈ (0, π/2), Proposition 2.9 and

Theorem 2.11 imply the assertion. �
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4. Periodic liquid crystal flows

In order to prove Theorem 1.1, we want to employ the theory of quasilinear evolu-

tion equations. Note that quasilinear evolution equations have been studied in more

general contexts than that presented here, see Amann [2] and the references therein.

Let Y0 and Y1 be Banach spaces such that Y1
d
→֒ Y0, i.e., Y1 is continuously and

densely embedded in Y0. Assume 1 < p < ∞ and 0 < T 6 ∞. By a quasilinear

autonomous parabolic evolution equation we understand an equation of the form

(QL) ż(t) +A(z(t))z(t) = F (z(t)), t ∈ (0, T ), z(0) = z0,

where A is a mapping from the real interpolation space Yγ := (Y0, Y1)1−1/p,p into

L(Y1, Y0) and F maps from Yγ into Y0. Let us assume the following regularity

assumptions on A and F :

(A) A : Yγ → L(Y1, Y0) is locally Lipschitz,

(F) F : Yγ → Y0 is locally Lipschitz.

Then we have the following local-in-time existence result.

Proposition 4.1. Let 1 < p < ∞, z0 ∈ Yγ , and suppose that the assumptions (A)

and (F) are satisfied. Furthermore assume that A(z∗) has the property of maximal

Lp-regularity on [0, T ) for all z∗ ∈ Yγ . Then there exists T0 > 0 such that (QL)

admits a unique solution z on J = [0, T0] in the regularity class

z ∈ W 1,p(J ;Y0) ∩ Lp(J ;Y1) →֒ C(J ;Yγ).

The solution depends continuously on z0, and can be extended to a maximal interval

of existence J(z0) = [0, T+(z0)).

P r o o f. See [7] for a proof in a more general non-autonomous case. �

In virtue of Proposition 4.1, we want to reformulate problem (LCD) equivalently

as an abstract quasilinear autonomous parabolic evolution equation with variable

z = (u, δ) := (u, d− d∗). Therefore, assume 1 < q, p < ∞ and let X0, X1 and Xγ be

defined as in the introductory part. Then by Lemma 3.4 we see that the embedding

X1 →֒ X0 is dense. We define a linear operator L ∈ L(X1, X0) via

L :=

(
νAq 0

0 −σ∆q

)
,

with the Laplace operator ∆q := ∆q,1 and the Stokes operator Aq := Aq,1 as defined

in Section 3. Observe that Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.5 yield maximal Lp-regularity
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for the operator L. Furthermore, for every z∗ = (u∗, δ∗) ∈ Xγ , we define an operator

Bq(δ
∗) on D(∆q) via

(Bq(δ
∗)h)i := ∂iδ

∗
j∆hj + ∂kδ

∗
j ∂k∂ihj , 1 6 i 6 n,

where we have used Einstein’s sum convention and summed over the indices 1 6

j, k 6 n. In particular, Bq(δ
∗)δ∗ = div([∇δ∗]T [∇δ∗]) for z∗ = (u∗, δ∗) ∈ X1. We

thus introduce the quasilinear part

S(z∗) :=

(
0 κPqBq(δ

∗)

0 0

)
.

Lemma 4.2. Let 1 < p, q < ∞ be such that 2/p+ n/q < 1. Assume 0 < T 6 ∞

and z∗ ∈ Xγ . The operator L + S(z∗) : X1 → X0 admits maximal L
p-regularity

on [0, T ).

P r o o f. Recall that we have the usual Sobolev embeddings at our disposal.

Hence, the result follows by arguments similar to those given in [13], Section 3:

By definition, we have to prove that the problem ż + (L+ S(z∗))z = f , z(0) = z0

has a unique solution z ∈ W 1,p(0, T ;X0) ∩ Lp(0, T ;X1) for all f ∈ Lp(0, T ;X0) and

z0 ∈ Xγ with the corresponding a priori estimate. Recall that with the notation

z = (u, δ), the operator L + S(z∗) defines an upper triangular matrix operator.

Hence, we can first solve for δ. More precisely, writing f = (fu, fδ), we obtain in

virtue of Theorem 3.2 a solution

δ ∈ W 1,p(0, T ;Lq(G)) ∩ Lp(0, T ;D(∆q))

such that

(4.1) ‖δ̇‖Lp(0,T ;Lq(G)) + ‖δ‖Lp(0,T ;D(∆q)) 6 c‖fδ‖Lp(0,T ;Lq(G)),

where c = c(p, q, n) > 0. Since 2/p + n/q < 1, we have the continuous embedding

Xγ →֒ W 1,∞(G). By boundedness of the Helmholtz projection Pq we thus obtain

‖PqBq(δ
∗)δ‖Lp(0,T ;Lq(G)) 6 c‖∇δ∗‖∞‖δ‖Lp(0,T ;D(∆q))

6 c‖∇δ∗‖∞‖fδ‖Lp(0,T ;Lq
ω(G)).

Therefore, fu − PqBq(δ
∗)δ is an admissible right-hand side for the Stokes problem

u̇+Aqu = f , u(0) = u0, and Theorem 3.5 yields a solution

u ∈ W 1,p(0, T ;Lq
σ(G)) ∩ Lp(0, T ;D(Aq))
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such that

(4.2) ‖u̇‖Lp(0,T ;Lq
σ(G)) + ‖u‖Lp(0,T ;D(Aq))

6 c(‖fu‖Lp(0,T ;Lq
σ(G)) + ‖∇δ∗‖∞‖fδ‖Lp(0,T ;Lq(G)))

6 c‖∇δ∗‖∞‖f‖Lp(0,T ;X0).

Adding estimates (4.1) and (4.2) yields the claim. �

We define a right-hand side F via

F (z(t)) := (−Pq(u(t) · ∇u(t)),−u(t) · ∇δ(t) + σ|∇δ(t)|2(δ(t) + d∗))
T ,

and rewrite the system (LCD) as

(4.3) ż(t) + (L + S(z(t))z(t) = F (z(t)), t ∈ (0, T ), z(0) = z0.

We are now in the position to prove Theorem 1.1.

P r o o f of Theorem 1.1. Note that for all z∗ ∈ Xγ we have

A(z∗) := L+ S(z∗) ∈ L(X1;X0) and F (z∗) ∈ X0,

since the Helmholtz projection Pq : Lq(G)n → Lq
σ(G) is bounded and since the

embedding Xγ →֒ W 1,∞(G)2n holds for 2/p + n/q < 1. Furthermore, A and F

are easily seen to be Fréchet differentiable. In particular, they are locally Lipschitz

and hence conditions (A) and (F) are fulfilled.

Moreover, the operator A(z∗) : X1 → X0 admits maximal L
p-regularity for all

z∗ ∈ Xγ by Lemma 4.2. We thus can apply Proposition 4.1 to obtain a positive

T0 > 0 and a unique solution z of (4.3) on J = [0, T0] in the regularity class

z ∈ W 1,p(J ;X0) ∩ Lp(J ;X1) →֒ C(J ;Xγ).

Moreover, the solution depends continuously on z0, and can be extended to a maximal

interval of existence J(z0) = [0, T+(z0)).

Recovering the pressure via the Helmholtz projection Pq we obtain Theorem 1.1.

�
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